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Overview  Overall, I found the pattern to be a useful one for those who are beginners to costuming in general, or beginners to 16 th century Florentine costuming. Margo Anderson’s pattern line is designed to be accessible to those with minimal sewing skills, while still being “historically accurate”. Each garment is well researched, however, many of the construction methods used in the pattern line create an appropriate appearance, without being completely historically accurate.   In this class, I will include tips and information that I learned while constructing a Florentine sottana using this pattern, as well as techniques to improve the historically accurate construction.   Instruction Manual I recommend reading, or skimming, the entire book first to familiarize yourself with the layout and instructions. You may not understand the instructions just yet, but later on, you may remember seeing an explanation in another area.  Techniques Manual Download and read, or skim, the techniques manual, located at margospatterns.com. This manual isn’t perfect, but is intended to be updated with additional information. It is referenced several times in the instruction manual; early familiarization will be helpful.  Sizing The instruction manual says the sizing information is included in the techniques manual. It is actually a separate download at margospatterns.com. A sottana is designed to compress the bust and produce a flat front (without a bra). You may need to go down multiple sized from your bust measurement. I started with a size 10 mockup, 36 inch bust, then made a size 6, and ended up smaller than a size 2, 32 inch bust.   Note: If you have used other patterns from Margo Anderson, be aware that the Italian Lady’s Wardrobe is sized differently.   Alterations If you are different sizes in the bust and waist, try a mockup in the larger size first. This will allow you to determine if you need to merge pattern sizes.   If you do need to merge pattern sizes, the patterns are designed so you can customize your pattern with different sizes in different areas. I recommend tracing the pattern onto clear vinyl, so you are not altering your patterns (especially if you end up needing a different size).  Example: If you are a size 18 in the bust and size 22 in the waist, you would trace size 18 at the top, and size 22 at the bottom, then connect the lines between them.  



Sottana with Side Back Opening Bodice Pattern layout shows what pattern pieces are needed based on size.  Skirt Facings For Florentine bodice with pointed front waist, use View 5 on pattern piece.  For Florentine bodice with round front waist, use View 4 on pattern piece.  Mockup I recommend making a mockup out of muslin to ensure a good fit. I recommend Rockland 92 by 76 Count Muslin, 44/45-Inch, Unbleached/Natural from Amazon.com. It is a heavier, less stretchy muslin that I have found to perform much better than typical muslins when performing mockups.   Fitting strips, also called lacing strips, are very helpful if you are going to make more than one close fitting garment, whether it is a sottana, kirtle, cotehardie, or other style of fitted garment. I actually used hook and eye tape and applied the eye half to both sides of the bodice. I then used a thin cord to lace between the two halves, simulating lacing rings.  Cinching the armscye is not typical to this style of bodice, however, it can be a helpful step for beginners to improve the fit of the bodice. One way to improve the historical accuracy of the bodice is to perform this step during the mockup fitting, then use the mockup as your pattern. Trace around the cinched dart, effectively removing it.  Stiffening I recommend using the bodice front pattern piece for your stiffening, instead of the stiffening pattern piece. Do not cut the straps out of stiffening, continue the neckline straight across. Trim the seam allowance from all sides, as instructed in the manual.  Boning is not documentable to this area in the mid 16th century, however, it can be effective in creating a flat front and preventing under bust creasing. My preferred boning is 1/4 inch cable ties, which I trim and round with dog nail clippers.   Binding Binding is an easy way to finish the edges of the bodice, however, it does not seem to be the most period accurate option. If absolute historical accuracy is not your goal, or if you are new to trying Florentine styles, binding is a reasonable method.  Optional Skirt Slits Skirt slits are great for accessing a loose pocket beneath your gown. You may want to complete the pocket and try it on with the bodice before determining where your skirt slits should be placed.   One Part Sleeve I found this sleeve to be WAY too large for my arm, at the smallest size, even though it is designed to be a close fitting sleeve.  Improving Historical Accuracy I decided to use this pattern to make a sottana for use at outdoors camping events, particularly Pennsic, therefore, it wasn’t strictly historically accurate, though I did improve in many places on the construction methods used in the pattern instructions.    To start, the pattern sizing seems to assume you will be wearing a mundane bra beneath your gown. This is my best explanation why I had to go from a size 10, with my proper bust measurement, to taking in the size 2 mockup. In addition, the cinching/dart method would definitely be required if wearing a mundane bra.   



I made a mockup for size 10, then size 6, then size 2, with felt stiffening. For each mockup, I marked all seam allowances, then cut them all off, except the shoulder seams. I sewed the fitting strips to the side back openings. This allowed me to see exactly where the edges of the garment sat. I used cotton duck because I ran out of my preferred muslin, but I later realized it stretches so much that the pattern is distorted and too small.  I noticed that it seemed to be more side lacing than side back lacing, so I pushed the side back seam further towards the back and added to the side fronts. This placed the side back seam directly beneath the back of my underarm, similar to portraits and recreations of 16th century Florentine sottane.  I also found the armscye to be too large, with a more modern, loose fit, rather than a closely fitting renaissance fit. I added fabric to my mockup to get the edge where I wanted it to be.   

 Below are my pattern pieces, laid over the original pattern pieces. There’s a drastic difference in the size, since size 2 was too large, but there are also modifications to the shape of the pattern to improve the historical accuracy. 

 I also straightened the curved side of the front piece, because this was changing the fit of the bodice front. A curved side will pull the lower half close to the stomach, and inherantly ruin the flat front of the bodice, no matter how it is stiffened. For my desired time period of late 1550’s, this was not appropriate. However, the curved edge will create the 



softer shape seen in later portraits of veste. My pattern shape is closer to Eleonora di Toledo’s burial gown, albeit with a sharper waistline point.  I decided to use boning instead of the felt stiffening to create the flat front seen in portraits of the mid-16th century. This was mostly an experiment to see what the result looked like in comparison to another sottana I am making which is using period materials and construction methods. If I were to use boning again, I would add the felt layer on top of the boning to soften the appearance of the bones.  My construction of the bodice is based on the deconstruction of Eleonora di Toledo’s burial gown (excluding the boning).  I traced the mockup onto fresh cotton duck for the interlining, or strength layer, without seam allowances. Due to the boning, I layered two matching pieces of cotton duck and sewed boning channels, inserted the boning and closed the channels.  I then cut the fashion fabric with the same pattern, with seam allowances. I laid the interlining on top of the yellow fabric and folded the seam allowances around the interlining, then used a running stitch to secure the seam allowances.   

 I then cut another piece of the yellow with seam allowances and carefully folded the seam allowances in towards the interlining, ironing and pinning as I went. This layer served as the lining, which was whipstitched to the edges of the outer layer.  After the front and back were completed, I whipstitched the shoulder straps together and sewed down the trim.  The skirt was pretty straight forward in terms of construction, though I had to make a few modifications to the waistline because of my pattern changes. The biggest concern I had with the skirt was the size of the back panel. It was the same width as the front, which would make sense in a side lacing dress, but would have additional bulk at the back with a side-back lacing bodice. I used the recommended gathers to attach my skirt, but the rear gathers were so tight, they look more like cartridge pleats.   



 

 Overall, I am pleased with the appearance of the bodice. I did heavily modify it, but I feel that the pattern as-is would be a reasonable look for a first time sottana.  I am less pleased with the fall of the skirt. It just seems wonky. I can’t define what bothers me about the front, but I found myself fidgeting with it to try to get the fall to look nice. The back has a flare due to the gores, which doesn’t make sense in a gown without a train. I’m not sure I believe gores were the most logical use of fabric in a dress that doesn’t include a train.       

    



My general sewing tips:  Don’t cut patterns on the fold when precision is important. Fabric tends to slip, then you have two differently shaped sides of a fold. Trace onto folded paper, then unfold paper and trace onto fabric.  Pilot makes a pen called Frixion which disappears when exposed to heat (such as an iron or steamer).  This is especially helpful when marking eyelets or grommet holes instead of washable or disappearing ink.  Resources & References Anderson, Margo. "The Italian Lady’s Pattern Line." Margo Anderson’s Historic Costume Patterns. Web. 31 July 2015. <http://www.margospatterns.com/Products/index.html#italian>. -Patterns for 16th century Italian undergarments and gowns.  Anea. "Articles and Galleries." The Anea Costumes. Web. 27 Mar 2014. <http://aneafiles.webs.com/articles.html>. -Articles about Italian Renaissance costuming, descriptions of clothing, and excellent image gallery.  Arnold, Janet. Patterns of Fashion: The Cut and Construction of Clothes for Men and Women, C1560-1620. Macmillan: London, 1985. 40, 41, 102, 103, 104. Print. -Pictures and pattern of Eleonora di Toledo’s burial garments.  da Brescia, Katerina. "Research and Recreation of 16th C Florence" The Florence Files. Web. 31 July 2015. <http://katerina.purplefiles.net/FlorenceFiles/Gateway.html>. -Information on recreating Florentine garments.  Orsi-Landini, Roberta, and Bruna Niccoli. Moda a Firenze 1540-1580: Lo Stile di Eleonora di Toledo e la sua influenza. Mauro Pagliai: Polistampa, 2005. Print. -Detailed analysis of 16th century Florentine Fashion with excellent pictures.  Wake, Anabella. “Fashion and Style in Renaissance Italy." The Realm of Venus. Web. 27 Mar 2014. <http://realmofvenus.renaissanceitaly.net/> -Images of extant garments, and lots of examples of recreations.    


